
Full automatic farming system without electricity
SoBiC organic planter/H-005

Organic crops grow fast and autonomously



Feeding water to plants Sucking up the water for the next

water supply from the bottom

SoBiC works in accordance with changes in atmospheric

temperature and air pressure which is caused by heat from

the sun, by taking advantage of such natural physical 

phenomenon it gains power to work as an autonomous 

water circulating pump system without using any electronic

or mechanical devices.

*SoBiC mechanism has been world widely potentized in
 over 30 countries.

Daytime: Sunny Daytime (Cloudy)・night time

How SoBiC works

Enabling the production of maximum amounts of
food automatically from minimum water in spite of

not using any electronic control devices nor machinery. 
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The water cycle using the natural rhythm
maximizes harmony with  nature.
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The lush forest is the culmination of countless living creatureʼ s ecological harmony with
nature.The water cycle using natureʼ s rhythm via through soil brings spontaneous 
eutrophication and self-purification.
SoBiC automatically works with the same mechanism of conditioning an optimal growing
environment for all kinds of plants for creating lush forest.
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Easy, handy and healthy for human and the Earth

Enabling the growing of organic crops with maximum e�ciency using minimum water
and fertilizer.

Normal cultivation in a pod, most of the supplied water

and nutrients �ow out and are wasted. 

SoBiC keeps circulating water through the soil and works

towards self-eutrophication, absolutely nothing is wasted.

Feeding water to plants at the most reasonable timing.
Plants want water to activate photosynthesis, when they are under sunshine.

Since SoBiC’ s pumping system is powered by heat from the sun and feeding

water volume is spontaneously controlled and there is no need to worry about

feeding too much water.

Just place SoBiC on a balcony, roof of a building, or garden, those will turn into

green spaces. 

SoBiC does not use any electric devices, so don’ t worry about the location of

the power supply.

Cultivation achievement:
Tomato, Mini tomato, Eggplant, Cucumber, pumpkin, green pepper, cabbage, 
watermelon,  broccoli, butternut, etc. 

-Development of soil

-Development of organic fertilizers

-Development of microbial materials

-Research on factors related to plant growth

-Elucidation of the natural Bio-cycle

-Design and demonstration of a Bio-cycle for more e�cient production

*SoBiC works in accordance with changes in the environment but not changes in the environment by
itself, therefore there may be some cases that plants do not grow even when using SoBiC when the
surrounding environment does not �t the plants.

You can cultivate any kinds of organic crops if you have sunny and warm spaces.

ベランダ設置写真

Ideal for professional research and development.

It can be used for purposes other than the home garden



-When using it, please read the attached instruction manual carefully and use it correctly. 
-This product is basically to be installed outside, in a warm and sunny place. 
-Average temperature per day at installation location should be between 15℃～40℃. Basically, the surrounding environment can
 fit the plants growing.
-Please refrain from using SoBiC in a place where the water in the unit may be frozen.
-Please be careful about the installation location as you may trip over and fall. 
-Please refrain from using SoBiC differently from its original purpose, for instance, using as a stepping table, as it may cause an
 accident.
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Important notice for use

Product Speci�cations

-

Size

Weight

Material

Accessories

Width about 69cm in length, about 40cm in height and

about 35cm in depth
Width about 56cm in length, about 37cm in height

About 1.6kg About 40g/piece

Styrofoam, Plastic resin, PET Polyethylene

Instruction manual

SoBiC organic planter/H-005

           
Extra cartridge bag kit (contained 3 bags)
*Please prepare the soil yourself

Tank capacity (maximum value) Re�ll water tank: About 15L pump: About 1L -

Easy set up

STEP1
Put the soil into the attached bag.
 (Please prepare the soil yourself)

STEP2
Install in a warm and sunny

place and set water,
soil bag and seeds or seedlings.

STEP3
Just keep an eye on it.

(Occasionally re�ll water
in the unit)

STEP4
Replace whole soil

in the bag after harvesting.

There are no strict rules or instruction on how to set seeds or seedlings on the system, but it grows better when the number

 of seeds and seedlings per system is generally small. For a better harvest, some care such as branch support, thinning and

pruning are recommended.


